“Agents of Change”
FFA Member Workshops
Friday Evening Workshops
Declassified: Sharing Chapter Secrets - Gaelan Combs, Sarah Calaway and Paige Nelson
Agents work in secrecy, but sometimes key information needs to be available to the public. We will
look into what ways we can pass on plans for activities to future leaders in our chapters as well as
how to communicate with school leaders in continuing strong programs.
CLASSIFIED FILES: State Convention - Jillian Tyler, Emily Kruse and Collin Weltzien
We have a mission to deliver the top-secret opportunities State Convention has to offer to our
members – everything from competitions to serving as a delegate. Join us as we uncover new ways
to maximize our FFA experience. Are you up to the challenge?
Clues to Your Future - Alexis Kwak, Ashley Hageno and Amber Patterson
Your future is a mystery to solve. Together we will focus on agricultural career pathways with industry
professionals to answer some of your questions. Find a pathway that might interest you and start to
solve the mystery of what your future holds.
Funding the Mission - Mitchell Schroepfer and Amelia Hayden
Missions are expensive. Learn about what scholarships are available to help you pay for postsecondary education and how to apply. We'll learn about ways to polish up our applications to make
ourselves stand out from the crowd!

Saturday Morning Workshops
Agriculture’s Top Agents - Gaelan Combs, Sarah Calaway and Paige Nelson
Agent: a person who acts on behalf of another person or group. As leaders in the FFA, we look to “act
on behalf” of the agriculture industry. We will dive into how to use our skills to share agriculture’s
story.
Sharpening our Spy Skills - Jillian Tyler, Emily Kruse and Collin Weltzien
Being a good spy starts with you. Are you prepared for the mission? We will reveal our hidden talents
and learn new ways we can apply our individual special powers as team members to build rock solid
FFA chapters at home.
Agents of Growing, Changing, and Solving - Alexis Kwak, Ashley Hagenow and Amber
Patterson
As super sleuths in our chapters and communities, we can identify key areas of growth and solutions
for the needs we see. Service is key! Join us on this investigation to make a difference back home at
our headquarters.
Operation S.A.E. – Mitchell Schroepfer and Amelia Hayden
The mission of our agents is important to help others understand Supervised Agricultural
Experiences. SAEs are for all students. Learn about the different levels of SAEs and how they can fit
for every member including those ready to apply for awards.

